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Message from KUHN, AGRI Sponsor
Hello Everyone
After a great weekend at NFYFC Annual Convention last month,
we’re having a busy time preparing for this year’s upcoming shows
and live demonstration events. It was great to see you at the
Warwickshire Grassland and Muck event on 24-25 May where we
demonstrated 20 machines and celebrated 50 years of the KUHN
disc mower. We hope you picked up your KUHN cap and bottled
water from the stand!
Don’t forget to visit us at Cereals on 14 and 15 June, stand number
384.
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regards, Siân
Pritchard
KUHN FARM MACHINERY
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Welcome

DIARY DATES

The General Election was called just before
Annual Convention and that gave another
focus for YFC members’ views and
concerns.

It’s awards and opportunities galore with so
many publications and organisations asking for
nominations or inviting you to apply for a bit of
help. Here are a few to consider....

The recent AGRI Forum in Torquay gave
YFC members some great marketing tips
and advice on sharing those important rural
points during political hustings. With a new
British Agricultural policy round the corner
and a General Election coming up, now’s the
time to have your voice heard!

• Farmers Weekly’s Rising Stars
• Farmers Guardian’s British Farming Awards
and Farming Hero Awards
• Worshipful Company of Farmers Jubilee
Awards
• Henry Plumb Foundation grants and industry
mentors
• NFYFC Countryside Challenge
• Prince’s Countryside Fund

I’m looking forward to speaking at the Royal
Cornwall and Staffordshire County shows in
the next few weeks on behalf of NFYFC. I
aim to represent the views of our
membership using feedback from our survey
and various workshops we have held.
I believe that we have the ear of industry and
government and we all have some great
views to share. There are so many
opportunities ahead, so make the most of
the many offers, events, skills and training
that are widely available for the next
generation.
We’re delighted that a new partnership
begins with the Rare Breeds Survival Trust
who make an appearance at the NFYFC
Competitions Day, 1 July at Staffordshire
Showground, as well as satellite connectivity
providers Europasat. Some more attractions
to see while you’re cheering on your teams
in July.
With summer nearly upon us it’s full steam
ahead with rallies and shows - and fingers
crossed for the right
weather at the right
time for everyone!
Harriet Wilson
AGRI Chairman
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Problems with connectivity?
We’re currently negotiating a new YFC member
affinity deal with Europasat who will be on hand
at NFYFC’s Competitions Day, Staffordshire
Showground, on 1 July. You can ask questions
and make enquiries about satellite connectivity
in your area and the aim is to make poor
connectivity a thing of the past!

Cereals 2017
Discount for YFC members

Cereals 2017 is a hotspot for arable innovation.
Visitors can expect everything from advice on
how to boost returns with specialist crops,
working demonstrations of cultivation
equipment, to the latest cutting edge technology
in Syngenta’s Sprays and Sprayers Area and
the Drone Zone.
This year the event is introducing Knowledge
Trails, making it easier to pinpoint exhibitors
covering hot topics like blackgrass, oilseed rape
and precision farming.
Tickets for this year’s Cereals Event (14-15
June) are on sale and YFC members can save
up to 50% on the ticket price by booking in
advance.
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CEJA Update

CEJA Presidium
European young farmers met at the
CopaCogeca offices in Brussels to
discuss budgets, review and plan
events and prepare for July’s General
Assembly election.
The CEJA CAP consultation response
“Young Farmers are Key in the Future
CAP” was launched in the presence of
EU Commissioner for Agriculture and
Rural Development , Phil Hogan. This
completes many months of working
group meetings where position papers
where discussed and finalised, all
contributing to the final response.
Your AGRI and CEJA reps are
listening and sharing your concerns
and ideas with policy makers and
fellow European young farmers.
Look out for the latest CEJA
information on the NFYFC AGRI news
page.

European Council of Young Farmers
What can you expect from the new CEJA year and the joint membership
between NFYFC and NFU Next Generation Forum? Elections for office
holders take place in July and you can follow all CEJA and European
news by subscribing to the CEJA newsletter.
James Evans, one of your seven NFYFC AGRI CEJA reps, says: “Now more
than ever, we need to ensure that we have strong links with our partners in
Europe. As we head for the exit of the EU we need to push the case for
British Agriculture in CEJA so our colleagues across Europe can lobby their
governments to ensure we get a good deal from Brexit negotiations.”
Richard Bower, NFU Next Generation Forum Chair and CEJA rep, adds: “I
wish Alan Jagoe all the best as he steps down as CEJA president. Alan is an
Irish dairy farmer who has led CEJA with the passion all young farmers share
for our industry. Alan's top table have also been fantastic and I wish the new
top table future success.
“This year CEJA are lobbying young farmer views for a future Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) and a sustainable farming industry, much like we
are doing for our Domestic Agricultural Policy (DAP). Understanding each
other's positions can only be a good thing for the future of our industry as
young farmers work together and shape our future.”
Don’t forget to visit the AGRI steering group webpage to find out who your
office holders, CEJA and industry reps are. Keep in touch with feedback from
the YFC members you represent, ideas and suggestions.

RURAL NEWS
RURAL NEWS
Tackling Rural Crime Together

Collaboration is key to tackling rural crime says Yorkshire FYFC member and former NFYFC AGRI Chair Sam
Dilcock.
The thoughts and concerns of YFCs were represented at a recent engagement event held by North Yorkshire
Police (NYP) on behalf of the National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC). NYP now have the national lead for
‘wildlife crime and rural affairs’ under the NPCC, and brought many organisations together such as the
National Rural Crime Network, YFC and others to advise on rural issues, raise concerns and identify possible
solutions to address rural crime. The event’s workshop posed six key themes for comments and suggestions
which included; common aims and objectives; policies, processes and resources; new products; measures of
Work
safe
Stay
safe
– Go
home
safe
success and
the–three
most
important
issues
for rural
communities.
Do you know where the overhead electricity power lines and underground electricity cables are?
• Sam
Have
UK “Being
Power Networks
copies of Police’s
plans & has
thiscould
information
on thefor
farm
map?
said:
involvedbeen
withcontacted
the NorthforYorkshire
work
really been
help highlighted
deliver results
rural
• communities
.
on a national level. YFC members, in collaboration with other representatives of rural
communities and businesses, have valuable contributions to make and to help the police service deliver
much-needed solutions for rural crime. Members need to remember it is vital they report crimes and illegal
activities to the police in the best way they can to help tackle the issue further."
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MAKING OUR MARK
Spreading the food and farming message
AGRI Forum 2017
With a panel comprising AHDB CEO Jane
King, social media and business consultant
Simon Haley and founder of British Food
Fortnight Alexia Robinson, there was plenty
of discussion, and good advice at the 2017
AGRI Forum.

Workshop outcomes
• Consumers can have confidence and trust in
British famers’ food production – traceability,
• Young Farmers were advised to interact on the biodiversity, animal welfare, positive
same social media channels as their consumers environmental practice - continue and improve
and promote the benefits of their businesses
spreading this good news story
• Effective business social media needs a
• Good farming practice has wider positive
strategy and ensure that personal and business implications for society such as benefits for
accounts are separate
health, environment, allied businesses,
• Use media platforms to promote authentic
employment and careers
messages about the food and farming industry • Promotion of the ‘British brand’ - are we doing
• Ramp up the action for influencing future policy enough, can we do more?
direction
•There’s huge potential for development within
• Mentoring – it’s essential and there are so many the industry and to increase productivity
people willing to help.
• Lack of joined-up thinking amongst government
departments regarding food and farming
Savills’ business consultant Tom Atkins
education
highlighted the imminent Smart Farming Guide • A bad trade deal (Brexit negotiations) will be
that will be available for YFCs this autumn. This catastrophic
is a new NFYFC/Savills on-line business
• Food - does society understand the importance
development guide offering a wealth of
and significance of food production?
information and advice for YFC members.
• Politicians should recognise the role Young
Farmers have to play in the future
• Create a level playing field for the future of
NFU Vice President Guy Smith led a
farming
workshop to help determine your future
‘must haves’ for emerging policy and points • Simplification of regulations
• How to get that ‘feel good’ factor back into
to share during the run up to the General
Election. NFU Next Generation Forum Chair farming
• Stand on your own two feet
Richard Bower spoke of his group’s future
• Need for start-up help and loans
plans and highlighted the strength of the
• Consider how to ensure the future viability of
NFYFC/NFU collaboration.
rural areas
• Succession
Top considerations
• We must question how we will ensure the future • Devolution of overall UK policy - flexibility
needed
viability of rural areas
• Benefits of county small holdings
• Consider the language used to relate
• Future tenancies/business contracts
adequately to consumers and the public
• Could our ‘British brand’ be more effective?

AGRI Forum 2017
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YFC Update
AGRI Vice Chair and NFU rep James
Hutchinson and Linking Environment and
Farming (LEAF) rep David Goodwin.
You might be wondering what your AGRI
industry reps do, so now’s your chance to hear
first-hand from your NFU and LEAF reps.
James Hutchinson reports: “My remit increased
in 2016 from attending NFU Council meetings
to ensuring that our new working relationship
with the NFU Next Generation Forum got off to
a good start!

“When we were busy negotiating the jointmembership of CEJA, I joined the NFU Next
Generation group for their policy meetings and
farm visits, and Richard Bower came along to
our AGRI steering group meetings. I’m pleased
to say the arrangement has been a great
success and I continue to be welcomed by NFU
members young and old!
“Collaboration has been a key theme for AGRI,
whether for agricultural or rural issues. It’s an
old adage but ‘united we stand, divided we fall’
is very relevant for the next few years in
agriculture.

communication considerations with a passion
deserving our organisation - and long may this
continue.”
David Goodwin farms on the Northamptonshire/
Warwickshire border and takes a keen interest
in integrated farming. As AGRI LEAF rep he
shares YFC views with the LEAF advisory
group.
“One of the most public-facing events for LEAF
takes place in June as I’m sure everyone is well
aware of by now. It’s great to be able to help
promote Open Farm Sunday which takes place
on 11 June and is the farming industry’s
national open day. All farmers across Britain
are invited to take part and host an event and
by registering your event on the LEAF website,
you have access to top tips and free
resources.
“It’s a day that we can all get involved in
whether it’s opening your own farm, or just
finding out more about integrated farming.”

LEAF Open Farm Sunday

“I take the role very seriously and make sure I
represent YFCs in policy, campaign and

It’s General Election Time!
Well the surprise announcement of a General Election certainly put best laid plans on hold
for a while! With Defra entering a period of ‘General Election purdah’ this means the
decision for our 2017/18 Defra grant is temporarily on hold.
The Defra ‘engagement’ discussion groups have also been postponed until after the election and are now likely to
be held during October and November. The election gives everyone a great opportunity to raise important food,
farming and rural messages with their local MPs. There was a lot of encouragement from the AGRI Forum
speakers to voice your opinions. There has never been a better time to have your say and fly the flag for British
agriculture and all things rural. South East AGRI rep Ben Robinson is doing his bit for the next generation at the
end of May by explaining to a Defra team what farming’s really like for young farmers. Talking about opportunities,
barriers, hopes and possibilities - your reps are certainly out and about on your behalf!
Don’t forget that AGRI has its own manifesto which is available to download from the NFYFC AGRI page of the
website. You can use this, feedback from the AGRI Forum and the CEJA CAP consultation response to keep
everyone up to date with YFC members’ issues.
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Future Opportunities
Oxford Farming Conference
2018 - are you a potential
scholar?
“The other scholars and delegates were friendly,
approachable and welcoming and I made many
new friends and contacts in the industry.”

Would you like to put yourself forward as a
potential scholar for next year’s Oxford
Farming Conference?
You may well remember Matthew Naylor
speaking at the NFYFC 2016 AGRI Forum and
his empathy for what it’s like to be young and
starting a career or business. Matthew is now
the 2018 Oxford Farming Conference (OFC)
director. In this capacity, he’s very keen to find
sponsorship for up to 50 scholars aged between
20-30 to provide the next generation with an
opportunity to experience the event and share
their views and ideas. 2018 scholars will be
given a one-day training course and media
coaching before the conference.
NFYFC currently provides two sponsorship
opportunities supported by the Worshipful
Company of Farmers and liaises with the
organisers of OFC and industry sponsors.
We want to help Matthew find worthy potential
scholars for the 2018 event.

Charlotte Middlebrook was introduced to the
Henry Plumb Foundation who took up the mantle
of awarding their first OFC scholarship in 2017.
Charlotte certainly made the most of her
opportunity by putting Secretary of State Andrea
Leadsom on the spot with a question about field
to fork education!
If you think this could be you next January and
have a valid reason for applying, or know
someone who would like to, please contact
sarah.plamer@nfyfc.org.uk and your details will
be shared with OFC organisers for consideration.
Just include a paragraph of why you would like to
be considered and a copy of your CV.
Matthew’s message to all YFC members is: “"For
decades OFC has challenged, informed and
inspired farmers with stimulating new ideas and
an opportunity to debate the way that agriculture
should evolve. It is obviously very important to us
to hear the voice of the next generation at the
conference and we are keen to attract the
brightest and most ambitious young farmers onto
our scholars programme."

There are also early bird rates if you wish to
Caroline Trude was one of the two NFYFC
scholars this year and was interviewed on BBC apply for a ticket to the conference directly.
Radio Four’s Farming Today programme by
NFYFC President Charlotte Smith. Sam Dilcock
commented: “If it wasn’t for the scholars’
programme I don’t think I would ever have
attended the OFC and it was a
real eye-opener.
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YFC Discussion &
Debate
NFYFC Vice Chair Katie Hall kept everyone
under starter’s orders at Cheltenham
racecourse during a Gloucestershire
Business Show panel debate.
Gloucestershire FYFC exhibited their wares
highlighting YFC and other local food suppliers in
the Food and Farming zone of the county’s Business
Show. Katie Hall chaired the debate, ‘Young People
and New Technologies’, to help highlight the
innovation and diversity of YFC members and
celebrate the opportunities ahead for young people
working in rural Gloucestershire.
Katie said: “What a great way to showcase the
talent and enthusiasm amongst our YFC
membership! We had a great panel of speakers that
showed everyone just what’s possible for future
business ideas. Dairy famer’s daughter Lilly McNab
talked about her cheese business - a diversification
project on the family farm - specialising in a Single
Gloucester cheese sourced from the family’s
Gloucestershire herd.

“James Wilson, a trained engineer who returned
to his family arable farm to help develop an
advanced technological arable unit, gave all the
would-be techies an overview of what happens
within an arable enterprise and the exciting
business opportunities for precision farming.
“Taking part in the Business Show was a great
opportunity for Gloucestershire FYFC. The
experience was enlightening for both our YFC
members and visitors alike. I’d recommend getting
out there to different venues and shows to help
spread important messages and meet new
contacts.
“YFC members often take up interesting careers in
allied industries, but bring back their skills to apply
on-farm, helping with progression and
diversification of farm businesses. They’re great
advocates for the career opportunities in the food
and farming industries and we were all delighted to
tell our business stories to a very different but very
interested audience!”

“Sheep famer’s daughter and Gloucestershire
county farm tenant Becca Mann explained how she
developed her pedigree flock of Blue Texels as well
as a catering business and on-farm meeting rooms.

More ways to help you spread the news.......!
background in bespoke motorsport
We and
knowdefence
there areengineering,
so many of you
there
fantastic
heout
has
nowdoing
become
a work for food and farming and countryside
education.
partner in his families business helping to develop
the arable unit and advance the technology in it. -OurJames
membership
of FACE means that we belong to a powerful network who share ideas, news and
Wilson
resources – and there’s a call to include your YFC news in the next FACE newsletter.
we have another arable farmers son who has been
What
to contribute
away
and worked for Mallams auctioneers in
Oxford and has now come home and works on the
If you
have arable
any contributions
of YFC activity
regarding
food
family
unit as a partner
he also
took part
in and farming countryside education to make in the following categories,
please
themdevelopment
to janet@face-online.org.uk
Fridaywith
2 June:
thesend
cereals
programme inby2017
• Good
news
tell
FACE
about
an
activity
or
event
that
has
the NFU and is vice county chair of Gloucestershirebeen really successful for you recently (max 200 words)
• Overcoming
obstacles - something you have found difficult or challenging, and what you have done to solve it (max 200 words)
FYFC
• Any questions - ask a question of your fellow members of FACE and invite an answer !
• Let FACE know if you have any notices to share with FACE members (max 50 words) and if you’d like to promote any events you
are running for schools. Please send details to newsletter@countrysideclassroom.org.uk for inclusion in the Countryside Classroom
newsletter.
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Farm Safety Partnership
Ed Ford was flying the flag for as Harper is more important
farm safety at Harper Adams now than ever before.
University (HAU) on 4 May.
“I was delighted to return to
Ed delivered a vital farm safety HAU in my role as both NFYFC
briefing to students prior to
Chairman and a farm safety
their course placement s in a ambassador. We must all
bid to highlight vigilance on
continue to help educate young
farm and to help reduce the people in being aware and
high accident statistics within spreading the message of
the industry.
farm safety.”
Ed said: “Collaboration
between NFYFC and
educational institutions such
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If you would like to raise any AGRI matters with the steering group or would like further
information, please contact your Area reps or NFYFC

